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Ignite Marketing

Effective marketing has as much, if not more to do with disciplined, consistent implementation
as good ideas; because good ideas will go nowhere unless properly implemented through a
solid marketing plan. --Karen--

Moving the Vision Forward through Marketing
Once you have established your Vision, and the key elements of that process, the Marketing
Plan is the next step. It is the second building block in the process to achieve overall results.

The Marketing Plan takes the Vision, Mission, Benchmarks, Follow Up Items, etc. and brings
them into a formal process of implementation to achieve results.

We are Joint Promoters/Marketers! 1 Corinthians 3:6, 9-11Amplified Bible (AMP)

Filter All Ideas Through the Vision. Count the cost of potential yield versus investment.
Agree as a team on the best way to achieve the desired results.

Infrastructure Check. Measure capacity for growth and evaluate current activities. Include all
departments involved.

Define Success. Understand why you are committing the resources to marketing--Be
Purposeful. Tie the marketing project to a larger organization goal, and the reason behind that
goal, then to the Vision. Discuss how people are going to be blessed by the project. Identify
the measurable items that will achieve the result. Manage what you decide to measure. Define
how it will be measured and by whom.

Identify low hanging fruit. Capitalize on current opportunities with minimal expense. Identify
obvious gaps that can easily be filled. Remove Roadblocks, Stoppages and Bottlenecks.
Inventory what is working well and has additional potential to provide a revenue stream or
ministry opportunity. Look for departments that have additional capacity.

Target Audience. Identify groups of people that would benefit.

Value Proposition Document answers the question why you do/offer what you do and defines
what you are trying to accomplish.

Tagline communicates quickly what people can expect and produces Key Strategies.

Define Key Strategies. Brainstorm and agree on actions under each strategy. Assign follow-
through and set deadlines. Break down assigned tasks into first steps. Monitor progress and
manage due dates. Celebrate successes and learn from the Report Card.


